Ravi is a multi-instrumentalist playing kora (West African harp/lute), djembe (African
goblet drum), berimbao (Brazilian "musical bow") and percussion. He is also an
overtone/throat singer (a style of singing from Mongolia that produces two tones at the same
time).
He has developed a completely new style of playing the kora, incorporating influences from
India, Latin and jazz music. He has done some pioneering work by creating the only electric /
solid body / stereo / aluminium kora.
In a career spanning more than twenty years and twelve albums, he has also developed an
atmospheric style of music; a sound infused with the many instruments he plays, many of
them from non-western regions. Other contributing elements to his original style have been
through collaboration with traditional musicians from Sardinia, Madagascar, West Africa,
Australia, Iran, and on tour as a guest of the highly respected Hungarian folk band Vasmalom.
Ravi has also played with and has extensive knowledge of the diverse range of musicians
available in the UK, western and non-western, and has played on CDs of Dr. John, Nigel
Kennedy (alongside Stephane Grapelli) and Jon Lord (of Deep Purple) amongst others.
In concert Ravi is available in various combinations, appearing as a solo player, with Indian
tablas, as a trio with kora, tablas and either with: Byron Wallen (one of the leading trumpeters
in the UK) or with the top Indian Classical musician, Tarun Bhattacharya, who plays santoor.
He also plays with his group, known as KORA COLOURS, and can expand even more to
include Eddie Sayer (gongs and gamelan percussion) and one of the leading Madagascan
guitarists, Hugues, and finally to include a didgeridoo player.
Ravi is also available for workshops or talks on world culture and percussion.
More information can be found on Ravi’s web site: www.ravi-art.co.uk
Bookings: info@ravi-art.co.uk

This CD is my interpretation of traditional kora music, using traditional tunings and with
accompaniment from traditional west African instruments such as the balafon (xylophone of
West Africa) and the djembe (African goblet drum). The differences in my style to traditional
playing are that I have developed playing completely with my nails so that different phrasings
and many overtones are created (as opposed to the staccato style). The kora used here was
actually made in England, by Les Sherwood of the Adaptatrap shop in Brighton, with various
modifications and types of wood not normally available in West Africa.
Ravi

The Kora is a classical instrument of West African jalis (griots), the historical keepers of oral
tradition and praise songs. The kora is often accompanied by singing and percussion. The
unforgettable music is soothing, almost hypnotic, and is said to have very real curative
properties.
The kora's body is made from a calabash gourd cut in half and partially covered with cow
hide. Traditionally there are twenty-one playing strings plucked by the thumb and forefinger
of each hand. The remaining fingers grip the two vertical hand posts. For strings, players use
fishing line which provides a brilliant tone and is easily obtained at the local markets.
Twenty-one anchor strings attach the playing strings to an iron ring bored through the base of
the kora's hardwood neck. The player tunes the kora by moving leather rings on the neck to
provide the appropriate tension on each string. More modern or western-built koras have
guitar tuning machine heads. Kora players use a variety of tunings.
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